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[ AGAINST THE WIND ]

I’ve been managing a medium-large (42m) multi-
ownership property in the nautical sector. The financial 
results have been excellent, but many people still avoid 
talking about it, or when they do talk it’s always to 
express negative opinions. It’s all down to the difficulty 
in understanding and managing a complex activity that 
demands a hefty initial investment – although this is 
recouped in its entirety – and in understanding what clients 
purchasing this service really want. 
But what’s the point of such prejudices? Let’s demolish 
them now. 
Brokers find it hard to understand that this kind of 
business doesn’t have a negative impact on sales (every 
share has its value and has to be sold) or charter (the 
time the client isn’t using the yacht is put up for charter). 
Jealousy among companies then slows the distribution of 
a project that, if distributed more widely among the public 
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could, and I use the conditional for form’s sake only, 
attract new clients. They may not wish to risk large sums 
but they are curious to dip a toe into the waters and 
sample life “as an owner”. The reliability of the service 
and the size of the yacht available for a small investment 
could also attract those clients who in times of crisis, 
now looking better in an international context, had 
deserted the market. 
For some time I’ve been hoping that other companies 
like mine could open up to this service. I’d be very 
happy to meet other professionals in order to draw up 
some reasonable, uniform market rules. Very often, 
though, I find myself at conferences coming up against 
this internecine jealousy, which among other things 
has no basis in economic reality. I often have to present 
numbers and  real-life examples, experienced and 
implemented with great satisfaction. 


